
Some people therefore think that government should pay university fees for students 
who study subjects that are needed by society. Those who choose to study less 
relevant subjects should not receive government funding

Today, all societies need any type of jobs that can help people in order to suppling 
supply their requirements for a better life.
some specific jobs need to gain universal education for achievement certification and 
also there are typical jobs such as chefs  cooking and sales  and salesmen which they 
just need experience for the start. there are is an attitude that says legal the 
government should support and pay universe university cost of sensitive and 
important jobs in order to in prevent of lace lack of specialists.
Obviously, some intelligent students who can go on study at university in there their 
career because of foundational financial situations such as students in deprivation 
areas that has have talent for to preform difficult jobs. Furthermore, we constantly 
need employees for sensitive and significent significant jobs which government are 
worried of their decline in demand of studying them, such as, nurses and mine 
engineers.
on another hand, some believe that, a lot of education garduates intend to go out into 
abroad board after ending their study and help to them is useless foe for society, 
moreover they can gain huge salary after finishing study at university and that is 
enough for their motivation. They also propose to that the  government spend that 
money in order to try for improve university.
All in all, we need to decide which one is so important for our society, training 
students with legal support legal for competition sensitive jobs or accepting the risk of 
lack of that. In from my point view it is obvious that damaging this risk in society is 
more bigger than the benefit of save saving money. And the government hat had 
better support creative students for helping to society requiermetsrequiremets.


